Introduction
Since the Chinese strategy as "Chinese culture going out" was put forward, thousands of literary, films and television works have been translated with a seeming good translation quality into the western market. However, only a tiny minority has succeeded to come to the view of western readers. Quite a few Chinese translators consider the factors affecting acceptance. Therefore, the focus needs to convert to the process of "going out", not the translation itself.
Communication science is gradually taken seriously and applied to translation studies over the years in China. And more and more Chinese scholars have reached an agreement that the law of the occurrence and the development of communication behaviors and communication process should be incorporated in translation studies.
The Relationship Between Translation and Communication

XieTianzhen (2018) has claimed in his work Introduction to Medio-Translatology (2nd Edition)that
it is not a simple language conversion but culture conversion if push Chinese culture into the world by translation. Text translation is just a basic job and the beginning of dissemination. Before translation, there is a question of what to translate, and after that, there are still some problems left like communication, affection, acceptation, and dissemination.
The Essence of Translation is Communication
Simply speaking, communication science studies how human beings communicate to exchange information by using symbols. The translation is considered as a bridge of different languages which plays a very important role in thinking, knowledge and culture communication. Thus, the framework of communication studies is very similar to that of translation studies. Translation also includes the factors of translator, audience, translation channel, translation content and translation effect.
The history is also not too long that the western scholars applied communication theories into translation studies. Wilss W, a German translator, has constructed the theory of communication in translatology. On the basis of studying the subject of information transmission, Wilss (1982) holds that translation is a special way of interlingual information transmission related to linguistic behavior and choice.
In China, Lv Jun (1997) , who is an early one applying communication theories to discuss translation process, generalized that translation is a cross-cultural information exchange activity and the essence of translation is communication, which means that translation is a structured and dynamic process of information transmission.
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The Two Problems in Culture Communication
When Chinese culture walks into a new cultural context, the image and status are bound to change.
From the perspective of communication, it is also easy to find out the problems in the process of translation.
One is that "Chinese culture going out" is never a simple problem of translation. XieTianzhen (2013) pointed out that it is a serious misunderstanding that once the translation is finished, the communication 
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107 reveals the two-way interactive nature of human communication. In the translation process, the translator should not only form an effective channel for information dissemination but also interact and communicate with the external environment system far from equilibrium so as to better preserve the value of the text itself. For example, if the two-way interaction cannot be completed smoothly, the translation participants will not become a part of the target culture, thus the customs, views and world outlook of that culture cannot be properly expressed in language.
Unfortunately, the translation process is not affected by only one system. Certainly, there are many other systems as noise-making such interaction and communication mutually exclusive and not be effectively transformed from one another.
German physicist Haken (1977) put forward the synergy theory. The synergistic effect refers to the overall or collective effect produced by the interaction of a large number of subsystems in an open system, which emphasizes the study of how to make the whole system stable through the coordination of subsystems. The translation is a process of information exchange between the two cultural-linguistic systems. When the source language system is transformed into the target language system, it must be pressured by external conditions such as patrons, ideology, and poetry to promote the smoothness of information in a certain communication. As a result, the two systems cause noise problems of the information dissemination. The main purpose of synergy is to reduce noise. In translation, the translator, especially for non-professional readers. Yang Xianyi believes that the best translation should not only focus on the original text but also the fewer annotations so that readers can enjoy and recall in the pleasure of reading. He emphasizes "faithfulness, expressiveness, and elegance" and mainly adopts alienation strategy. Therefore, even though the presupposition of the audience takes into account ordinary readers, most of the actual acceptance was only professional readers. This has a direct impact on the communication effect. Yang mixed his own translation ideas ignoring his work would be circulated in another linguistic system which has a different attitude and aesthetic criterion. Simply speaking, his "faithfulness, expressiveness and elegance" are not applicable in the West, and failed to reduce the noise and achieve synergistic effect to convey his information.
As far as Chinese academia is concerned, Yang's translation has received more attention in various senses. However, in Western English-speaking countries, Hawkes' has almost dominated. Jiang Fan (2007)surveyed Amazon's book reviews and found that Hawkes' version received unanimous praise at that time, w7hile Yang's version received a relatively low evaluation. In short, Hawkes' translation is not only popular with the general public but also favored by some professional readers. However, something has changed over times. This time when searching for comments from the readers in US Amazon, it will be a surprise that the 5-star of Yang's version has risen to 60% while Hawkes' 65% which of course is still higher, but it shows a message that English readers, as far as redology is concerned, have begun to appreciate the alienation translation with an exotic perspective, confirming that "Culture going out" indeed needs to be promoted step by step.
Enlightenment on "Chinese Culture G6oing Out"
If China tries to disseminate other books or other forms of text, the efforts to reduce the noise is the key. Naturalization is more effective than foreignization. After all, foreignization translation can only satisfy a small number of professional readers, and its dissemination scope and impact are relatively limited. Mass ordinary readers are indispensable if China wants to push its culture to the world. Therefore, domesticated translations style is needed. They should first meet the expectations of the general readers and some professional readers who do not know much about Chinese culture, provide "Chinese culture" that they are willing and able to accept, cultivate and increase their interest, and constantly expand their understanding of Chinese culture. It takes a process from strangeness to familiarity, and then to acceptance. Chinese culture differs greatly from western culture, Western readers need a long period of time to gradually understand the ideological connotation of Chinese culture.
